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The international array of profiling floats known as Argo is a major component of
the global ocean- and climate-observing system. In 2010, the NAOS (Novel Argo
Observing System) project was selected as part of France’s Equipex “Investissement
d’Avenir” program. The objectives of NAOS were to consolidate the French contribution
to the Argo core mission (global temperature and salinity measurements down to
2,000 m) as well as to develop the future generation of French Argo profiling floats
and prepare the next phase of the Argo program with an extension to the deep ocean
(Deep-Argo), biogeochemistry (BGC-Argo) and polar seas. This paper summarizes the
main technological advances and at-sea validations carried out as part of NAOS:
development of a deep (4,000 m) float, a new BGC float for Research & Development
(R&D) applications, and a BGC float for deployments in Arctic areas, assessment
of a new density and Absolute Salinity optical sensor, improvement of the reliability
of the standard Argo float, and upgraded satellite-transmission performance. French
profiling floats developed in this way are now operational and among the most deployed
worldwide, and the density sensor is the most promising of its kind for profiling
floats applications.
Keywords: ocean, Argo, global observing system, profiling float, deep, biogeochemistry, under-ice, float
technology

INTRODUCTION
Argo is an international array of about 4,000 profiling floats that measure temperature
and salinity throughout the global oceans, down to 2,000 m (Riser et al., 2016; Roemmich
et al., 2019). As the first-ever global in situ ocean-observing network in the history of
oceanography, it provides an essential complement to satellite systems, enabling scientists to
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understand the ocean’s role in the Earth’s climate and to predict
evolutions of the ocean, weather and climate.
France has been playing an important role in the international
Argo program since its inception in the late 90s. This country
has contributed slightly less than 10% of the international effort
by deploying about 65 floats per year while also making a major
contribution to the Argo data-management system. Through a
public/private partnership between Ifremer and the SME nke
instrumentation, France is a European leader in the development
of Argo instrumentation (Provor and Arvor floats).
In 2010, the 10-year NAOS (Novel Argo Observing System)
project was selected as part of the French Equipex “Investissement
d’Avenir” program. The objectives of NAOS were to consolidate
the French contribution to the Argo core mission (global
temperature and salinity measurements down to 2,000 m)
as well as to develop the future generation of French Argo
profiling floats and prepare the next phase of the Argo
program, namely a global full-depth multidisciplinary array
that includes an extension to the deep ocean (Deep-Argo),
biogeochemistry (BGC-Argo), and polar seas (Roemmich et al.,
2019; Claustre et al., 2020). NAOS was established through a
partnership between Ifremer, UPMC, CNRS, IUEM, SHOM, nke
instrumentation, and CLS.
Float-technology improvements pursued by NAOS aimed
at: developing a deep (4,000 m) float, a new BGC float for
R&D applications as well as a BGC float for deployments in
Arctic areas; assessing a new density and Absolute Salinity
optical sensor; improving the reliability of the standard Argo
float; and upgrading satellite-transmission performance (Argos,
Iridium). The project benefitted from and built on a European
Research Council (ERC) Advanced Grant (RemOcean) awarded
to LOV laboratory (Laboratoire d’Océanographie de Villefranche,
UPMC/CNRS) for development of a biogeochemical component
for Argo.
As part of the NAOS project, new-generation floats
were deployed in the course of three scientific experiments:
biogeochemical floats in the Mediterranean Sea, biogeochemical
floats in the Arctic Ocean, and deep floats with oxygen sensors
in the North Atlantic. These pilot areas were chosen for their
particular importance for European research, namely their
potential to shed light on the physical and biological functioning
of the Mediterranean, on water formation and transformation
in the North Atlantic, and on the coupling between physics and
biology in the Arctic.
This paper reviews the technological developments carried
out as part of NAOS, including in situ validation. A companion
paper summarizes the contribution of NAOS to the Core-Argo
array and details results from the three scientific experiments
(Le Traon et al., 2020).
This paper is divided into six separated sections which detail
technological developments and applications on the various
components of the Argo program, respectively: (i) the DeepArvor; (ii) the new biogeochemical Provor CTS5; (iii) underice applications; (iv) the NOSS Absolute Salinity and density
sensor; (v) improvements in the performance of the Arvor float;
and (vi) an evaluation of satellite-communications systems on
profiling floats.
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DEEP-ARVOR PROFILING FLOAT
While the Argo program has revolutionized the monitoring of
the upper ocean, the deep ocean remains largely under-sampled.
Yet the deep ocean calls for scrutiny as a key component
of the climate system, given its contribution to the global
heat budget and sea-level rise, to the storage of heat and
anthropogenic carbon, and to variations in the meridional
overturning circulation. To fill this gap, the OceanObs’09
conference gathering the international ocean-observing
community advocated the extension of Argo measurements
below 2,000 m (Freeland et al., 2010; Garzoli et al., 2010). The
Deep-Arvor float was developed to answer this need, as it
allows sampling of the ocean down to 4,000 m depth, which
represents 88% of the ocean’s volume (Amante and Eakins,
2009). When this development began in 2011, no other deep
profiling float was designed.

Profiling-Float Conception
Hardware Design
The design of the Deep-Arvor profiling float (Figure 1, left) is
very similar to that of the Arvor float deployed by the CoreArgo program (2,000 m). However, some subassemblies had to
be reinforced, as detailed in Le Reste et al. (2016), which led to an
instrument different from the other deep floats used today in the
Deep-Argo program.
To strike a balance between pressure resistance,
compressibility and expected weight, the enclosure tube
is made of filament-wound carbon fiber, and then sealed
with a polyurethane layer. However, the upper and lower
end caps are still made of anodized aluminum, for its high
strength and low cost.
The hydraulic block is based on the same technology as the
Core-Argo Arvor float, with reinforced components and control
signals that have been optimized in order to minimize the float’s
energy consumption.
The Deep-Arvor is supplied by a block of 32 LSH20 lithium
batteries. As the amount of energy available is more than 4,200 kJ,
the float can perform up to 150 cycles in continuous pumping
mode, and 200 cycles in spot sampling mode.
The Deep-Arvor is currently equipped with a reinforced
Seabird SBE41CP probe, which meets specifications down to
4,000 m depth. Other probes (RBR or Seabird SBE61) are
currently being tested as part of the European Euro-Argo RISE
project (see Section “The Deep-Arvor: A Deep Profiling Float
With a High Payload Capability”).

Features
The typical profile of a Deep-Arvor remains similar to that of
its predecessors, and always consists of the following phases (in
order): (i) descent to a parking depth; (ii) drifting at that depth
for several days; (iii) descent to the programmed profile depth;
(iv) ascent to the surface; and (v) transmission of its scientific and
technical data by satellite (Figure 2). The purpose of maintaining
this strategy is to allow profile data to be: (i) acquired during
the float’s ascent from the very bottom to the surface; and (ii)
immediately transmitted to the data center, in accordance with
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FIGURE 1 | Left: the Deep-Arvor profiling float during tests in the seawater pool at Ifremer, in May 2019 (courtesy of Noé Poffa/Ifremer). Right: trajectories of the
Deep-Arvor floats deployed in the subpolar gyre of the North-Atlantic Ocean (upper panel), and in the Southern Ocean (lower panel). Black points: NAOS floats.
Red points: floats from complementary projects or prototypes.

descent rate is controlled at 30 mm/s, and the ascent rate at
90 mm/s, thereby obtaining a consistent acquisition strategy over
the entire profile, and better data quality.
Two acquisition strategies are currently available. The first,
called “continuous pumping,” relies on permanent renewal of
the water sample over the entire profile, thanks to a pump
that creates circulation within the CTD. The second, called
“spot sampling,” consists of flushing the measurement cell
and taking a water sample at certain predefined pressures to
measure temperature and salinity. Both operating modes are
available on the Deep-Arvor, allowing scientific teams to proceed
according to their usual measurement method. Moreover, the
Deep-Arvor allows the acquisition of 2,000 samples of pressure,
temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen (optional sensor),
with the possibility of configuring the sampling characteristics
differently depending on depth.
Due to its operational depth of 4,000 m, the Deep-Arvor is
likely to ground more often than floats in the Core-Argo network.

the Argo network specifications. The Deep-Arvor is furthermore
equipped with the Ice-Sensing Algorithm (ISA), which analyzes
the measured temperature in real time to estimate the probability
of ice at the surface. In the event of ice detection, the data
of the current cycle are saved for later transmission, and the
transmission phase is then skipped; in this case, the float
interrupts its ascent, and directly starts the descent phase of
a new cycle. The Deep-Arvor mission is fully configurable,
thus permitting adjustments for elements including pressure,
schedule, cycle periods, and the number and distribution of
samples from a water column. In total, the Deep-Arvor allows
the modification of 18 mission parameters, 37 expert parameters
and 15 ISA parameters (refer to Supplementary Materials). As
is the case for a Core-Argo profiling float, a Deep-Arvor can be
programmed onshore before its deployment, or while the float is
at sea by sending remote controls via the Iridium link.
The hydraulic block allows precise control of the profiling
float’s displacement speed in the water column. In this way, the
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FIGURE 2 | Typical Argo & Deep-Argo cycle (courtesy of Euro-Argo). A cycle is made of five phases: (i) the descent to the drifting depth, (ii) the drift, (iii) the descent
to the profiling depth, (iv) the ascent (also named the profile), and (v) the transmission.

upper right). Two NAOS floats were deployed in the Southern
Ocean as part of the CAPRICORN survey to contribute to a pilot
array there and to evaluate Deep-Arvor float performances in
ice-covered regions (Figure 1, lower right). Scientific results and
sensor performances based on those deployments are presented
in Le Traon et al. (2020). Six remaining NAOS floats will be
deployed in the subpolar gyre of the North-Atlantic Ocean
in 2020 and 2021.
Some of the first production units revealed two technical
defects that have now been solved. The first was a software
bug impacting grounding management, namely causing erratic
management of the valve of the hydraulic system. Once corrected
for this bug, the software was qualified in laboratory, then
at sea. The second issue concerned the reproducibility of the
performance of the hydraulic pump. This issue was addressed
in two stages: (i) it was first circumvented by changing the
value of the float’s internal vacuum in order to move away
from pump de-priming conditions, thus allowing deployment
continuity in 2018 – but getting around the problem this way
was not satisfactory as a long-term solution; and (ii) it was then
solved by improving the design of the hydraulic circuit, and by

Its grounding strategy has therefore been strengthened, and now
provides a range of solutions: (i) if the float grounds during its
descent to, or while drifting at, the parking depth, it can either
stay at the bottom, or shift by a pre-programmed distance and
then drift for the rest of the cycle at this new depth; (ii) if the
float grounds during its descent to the profile depth, it can either
stay at the bottom until the programmed ascent time or start
an immediate ascent. In the latter case, the profile is completed
slightly earlier than expected. In all cases, the waiting mode is
not recommended, as the instrument can be subject to bottom
friction in the presence of currents (see next section). As the layer
near the bottom is very interesting from a scientific point of view,
it is heavily sampled during the first meters of the ascent.

Feedback From Deployments at Sea
Forty Deep-Arvor units were produced and deployed by the end
of 2019. Sixteen of these were equipped with an oxygen optode
and deployed as part of the NAOS project. Fourteen of the NAOS
floats were deployed in the subpolar gyre of the North-Atlantic
Ocean during the RREX and OVIDE/BOCATS surveys in 2015,
2016, 2017, and 2018 to implement a pilot array there (Figure 1,
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foam at the head of the Deep-Arvor. Four Wapiti Deep-Arvor
floats were deployed in 2017 and 2019 in the Weddell Sea, and
have proven the value of their application.
The second development is the 3-headed Deep-Arvor,
equipped with the reinforced SBE41CP sensor and embedded
with two additional CTDs: the RBRconcerto3 and the SBE61CP
(Figure 3, right). This profiling float was designed as an intercomparison platform to evaluate the three CTDs at sea. The
CTDs’ profile samples are acquired every twenty centimeters, and
the sensors are synchronized on the SBE41CP. The two additional
sensors are mounted alongside the profiling float. The different
sensors of the three CTDs are kept in correct and controlled
position with the help of specific supports. Two syntactic foam
blocks are used to compensate for the extra weight of the
additional CTDs and to stabilize the float. The internal electronic
board manages the acquisition, synchronization, storage and
transmission of the samples. The 3-headed Deep-Arvor was
successfully tested at sea in the Mediterranean Sea in September
2018 and May 2019, during two cruises dedicated to technological
qualifications. These deployments lasted only a few days and
were limited to 2000 m depth. They confirmed the instrument’s
overall functional aspects and acquisition performance, but did
not provide sufficient in situ data to draw any conclusion
on sensors performances. A long-term deployment is planned
for December 2020.

strengthening the hydraulic block’s production and integration
procedures. The proper behavior of hydraulic pumps on 17 DeepArvor floats was then verified in a hyperbaric chamber in 2019.
On average, the Deep-Arvor floats affected by these two
defects performed 47 cycles whereas 150 cycles were initially
expected. Five NAOS Deep-Arvor floats, which were deployed in
2018 after benefitting from the internal vacuum change, are still
active. Having achieved 81 cycles on average in September 2020,
these floats have already exceeded the mean number of cycles
realized by the previous batch.
The present-day performance of Deep-Arvor floats can be
illustrated by the Deep-Arvor WMO6901757, reflecting the
proper functioning of the Deep-Arvor. Its Deep-Argo cycles
took place as programmed, at depths between 3,500 and 4,000
m, depending on bathymetry. The vector was controlled in
a repeatable manner, with a number of hydraulic actions
conforming to expectations. The 143 cycles completed by this
float is close to the theoretical lifetime of 150 CTD profiles
in continuous pumping mode, if we take into account the
groundings that may have caused overconsumption during
take-off for certain cycles (12% of the cycles), and also the
performance of 16 oxygen profiles (entailing overconsumption by
15% compared to a simple CTD cycle).
In addition, several Deep-Arvor floats (for example
WMO3902129, WMO6902813, and WMO6902814) have
spent one or two winters under ice before reappearing in the
spring, at which point the data profiles stored in the float’s
internal memory were unstacked and transmitted. Their precise
trajectories cannot be determined due to the lack of a positioning
system under ice, but require extrapolation. The correlation
between activation of the embedded ice-detection algorithm on
these floats and the ice maps provided by the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service is very strong, confirming the
accuracy of Deep-Arvor ice detection.

Conclusions and Perspectives
In order to enhance knowledge on the role of the deep ocean
in the climate system, Ifremer has developed a deep profiling
float: the Deep-Arvor, designed as an extension of the Core-Argo
profiling floats, with reinforced main subsets. Efforts focused on
the Deep-Arvor’s housing – a cylinder made of high-performance
composite material in order to obtain a lightweight, resistant
and high-load-bearing float – and its high-pressure hydraulic
system. The Deep-Arvor, now having proven its value at sea, is
industrialized and commercialized by nke instrumentation.
The Deep-Argo Implementation Workshop, held in Hobart
from May 13 to 15, 2019, was instrumental in defining
the specifications for a Deep Argo network. The Workshop
highlighted the need for a network of 1,200 deep profiling floats
(Zilberman et al., 2019) to perform Argo-like cycles every 10 days
for 4 years, sampling the ocean over the entire water column.
The Deep-Arvor is well positioned to contribute to this challenge.
First, given its design, the Deep-Arvor float is competitively
priced (about twice the commercial price of a standard Argo
float). This is a major asset for developing a cost-effective global
Deep-Argo network based on a mix of 4,000 and 6,000 m floats.
The Deep-Arvor float also offers the advantages of controllable
ascent/descent displacement speed over the entire water column,
and execution of the profile during the ascent, consequently
allowing transmission of its data in near real time. This is
essential for constraining ocean and seasonal-to-decadal climate
forecasting systems (e.g., MacLachlan et al., 2015; Le Traon et al.,
2019).
To increase the number of cycles achievable by the DeepArvor, and thus reduce the unit cost of a measurement profile,
Ifremer has initiated several studies, namely to optimize the

The Deep-Arvor: A Deep Profiling Float
With a High Payload Capability
One advantage of the technology contained within the DeepArvor housing, namely a tube and not a sphere, is its capacity
to embed additional sensors, in the same vein as the Provor
BGC profiling floats (refer to Sections “New Biogeochemical
(BGC) Float for R&D Application” and “BGC Profiling Floats
for Under-Ice Application” for example). Indeed, the Deep-Arvor
has demonstrated its flexibility via two specific developments
where external sensors have been embedded.
The first development is the Wapiti Deep-Arvor profiling
float, on which a Nortek Signature 500 kHz ADCP is embedded.
The latter operates in altimetry and bottom-tracking modes in
order: (i) to maintain the float at a controlled distance from
the bottom (typically 80 ± 40 m) to follow deep water masses;
and (ii) to measure the speed and direction of bottom scrolling,
thus enabling reconstruction of the instrument’s path between
two profiles. As the ADCP is particularly energy-consuming, an
external battery pack was added. The ADCP and battery-pack
assembly is fixed on a nacelle attached to the base of the DeepArvor (Figure 3, left), compensated by the addition of buoyancy
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FIGURE 3 | Left: Wapiti Deep-Arvor equipped with an ADCP operating in altimetry and bottom-tracking modes. Right: 3-headed Deep-Arvor platform designed to
compare the CTD performance of SBE41CP, SBE61CP and RBRconcerto3 in situ. Courtesy of Ifremer.

data processing. To our knowledge, this represents an original
approach at the international level.

compressibility of the composite tube, to develop a low-powerconsumption hydraulic system, and to explore new battery
technologies. Finally, to diversify the range of sensors deployed
within Argo, Ifremer is evaluating the RBRargo3 CTD| deep6k
by RBR, in addition to the Seabird offer.

Technical Characteristics of the New
Float
The new float, called Provor CTS5-Payload, and listed as
Provor-IV in the JCOMMOPS database, is based on the same
mechanics as the standard Provor floats manufactured by nke
instrumentation, but additionally fitted with two new electronic
boards (Figure 4). The first board, named APMT (standing
for “Automate Profileur Multi-Tâches,” French for “multitasking
profiling robot”), was developed by nke instrumentation to
manage the float’s core functionalities, including the CTD and
overall float safety. This board provides power and communicates
via RS232 with a payload electronic board named Payload,
developed according to LOV’s specifications and dedicated to
new sensors and data processing that laboratories can implement
autonomously. This dual-board architecture is ideal for float
safety as well as offering flexibility to cater to new developments.

NEW BIOGEOCHEMICAL (BGC) FLOAT
FOR R&D APPLICATION
The success of the Argo physical and biogeochemical programs
has demonstrated the efficiency of Argo floats in carrying
various kinds of sensors for global monitoring (IOCCG, 2011;
Biogeochemical-Argo Planning Group, 2016). At the same
time, many sensors have evolved to smaller sizes and lower
power consumption, allowing them to be installed on profiling
floats. However, Argo floats, being dedicated to operational
measurements, are not well suited for the purposes of laboratories
exploring new applications. Consequently, a new float was
developed to facilitate the testing of new sensors and onboard
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FIGURE 4 | Schematic representation of the two-board system of the new CTS5-Payload float.

The New Provor CTS5

The Payload Acquisition Board

The new CTS5 profiling float benefits from Provor’s advantages of
autoballasting, high-weight-carrying and high-energy capacity,
while also offering new capabilities thanks to the APMT board.
The float navigation allows for up to 10 different profiling
patterns executed in a continuous loop, for which parameters
can be defined according to Argo standards (parking and profile
depth, time at surface, etc.). All these parameters can be modified
remotely thanks to two mechanisms: (i) the standard telemetry
link provided by the Iridium network; or (ii) a script file that
contains the modifications to be made to the float mission
at different dates. The latter function is particularly useful for
modifying the mission parameters of ice floats for which it is not
possible to use telemetry. The CTS5 float implements an Iridium
RUDICS (Router-Based Unrestricted Digital Internetworking
Connectivity Solutions) telemetry protocol that allows very highspeed satellite communication at an average of 12 kBytes/min.
Finally, through the NAOS project, the APMT board
implemented a dedicated protocol to communicate with the
Payload acquisition board. This protocol allows the receiving of
data from and the sending of parametrization to the acquisition
board. It also allows the APMT navigation board to receive basic
navigation commands (called “feedback”), like “start,” “stop,” or
“abort” a profile, from the acquisition board to adapt navigation
to the data acquired in real time. In the NAOS project, this
feedback capability was used to stop the float according to iceavoidance algorithms implemented on the acquisition board (see
Section “BGC Profiling Floats for Under-Ice Application”).

The Payload acquisition board was developed according to
LOV’s specifications in the framework of the NAOS, ProVal,
and remOcean projects. The board implements eight RS232
serial ports, each associated with a power switch, so that eight
sensors can be controlled independently. The embedded software
enables complex acquisition schemes defined with tunable XML
parameter files, while onboard resources permit advanced data
processing if required. Sampling can be defined independently
for each sensor and at any depth for each phase of the navigation
(i.e., descent, parking, ascent, and surface). The acquisition board
implements several standard embedded processing methods,
such as calculation by depth range of the mean, median
or extreme values.
The addition of new sensors was facilitated by the software
design. It mainly impacts the management of sensor power
supplies and the decoding of data frames. On the other hand,
standard onboard data processing up to data transmission is
common to all sensors and does not need to be modified.
This capacity to easily accommodate new sensors, which was
the main objective of this development, has made it possible
to test new applications, the main examples of which are
summarized hereafter.
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The CTS5-Payload has also been used to test new sensors, such
as the DuraFET pH sensor (Johnson et al., 2016) or the UVP6
particle sensor (Picheral et al., 2010), both now commercially
available on the Provor float. The main use of this float, however,
is its polar application which will be described in Section “BGC
Profiling Floats for Under-Ice Application.”

of the new functionalities. The tests are firstly carried out in the
laboratory on a simulator bench, and then at sea.
A float simulation bench, using the actual electronic boards
(APMT and Payload) and therefore the actual embedded
software, was provided by nke instrumentation. In this simulator,
the two electronic boards are connected together as in an actual
float but linked to a fake environment simulated by a computer.
The CTD data, in particular pressure data, are provided by the
computer that spies on the APMT board’s hydraulic actions
(pump and solenoid valve) in order to supply a simulated depth
based on hydrodynamic modeling of the float. The CTD profiles,
and therefore the density profile, can be defined by the user
to test the float’s navigation theoretically, through a density
barrier for example. A real GPS is connected to the simulator
while the Iridium modem, including the Iridium network, is
simulated by the computer, allowing data reception or the
issuing of commands to the simulated float. For the Payload
acquisition board, it is possible to connect real sensors but with
random data (i.e., the data measured in air by the sensor) or to
connect simulated sensors with data profiles synchronized with
the simulated depth.
This float simulator has been an essential element
for the successful implementation of our developments.
It has enabled safe and rapid identification of the vast
majority of dysfunctions usually encountered in this kind
of development. The simulator has also allowed us to
study various safety mechanisms such as the management
of grounding, as well as to validate the float’s reaction to
certain failure scenarios, thus contributing to increasing the
safety of prototypes.
Even after extensive simulator tests, final trials at sea are
still required before a prototype can be deployed operationally.
For this type of test, the LOV site offers particularly favorable
conditions. Indeed, depths of more than 2,000 m, as required
to test the floats at their maximum depth, are easily accessible
at about 10 nautical miles from the laboratory. In addition,
the Ligurian current, which runs from east to west along the
coast, provides good predictability of the floats’ trajectories in
anticipation of their recovery.

Conclusion and Perspectives
The new Provor CTS5-Payload profiling float has proven
very useful for the exploration of new applications. Several
applications tested on this platform, like the ProVal or the
Pro-Ice floats (see Section “BGC Profiling Floats for UnderIce Application”), but also the SeaBird DuraFET pH sensor
or the UVP6 particle sensor (Hydroptic), are now sufficiently
mature to be used operationally. Test phases have been precious
for determining if an application or sensor is worthwhile and
mature enough for wider global integration into the BGCArgo fleet. They also offer the means to determine the optimal
approach for managing a sensor in terms of data quality and
power consumption. As the use of a dedicated electronic board,
especially one produced by a third-party company, does not
facilitate the transition from testing phase to operational use,
a new acquisition board, called USEA, was developed in 2018
by nke instrumentation in partnership with LOV, to replace
the Payload board. This development should greatly facilitate
the industrialization of new applications. Finally, the addition
of new applications on floats will also generate more data to
be transmitted whereas the potential for improving telemetry
capacity remains limited for the next decade (see Section
“Satellite Communications”). The availability of a powerful
new acquisition board will thus be an important factor in
testing new embedded algorithms for onboard data processing
and compression.

BGC PROFILING FLOATS FOR
UNDER-ICE APPLICATION
Polar regions are experiencing major changes due to climate
change, and consequently require greater observational efforts.
However, they are complex areas in which to implement
technologies (Smith et al., 2019). We present here an adaptation
of the Provor CTS5-Payload, described in Section “New
Biogeochemical (BGC) Float for R&D Application,” to polar
areas. With its large reserve of buoyancy, the Provor is
particularly well suited to polar areas with a high-density
gradient. The new electronics of the CTS5 are also particularly
effective for under-ice navigation thanks to their datastorage capabilities and fast telemetry. These technological
developments, tested in deployments carried out in Baffin Bay
(Arctic Ocean, West Greenland) as part of NAOS, are discussed
below. To our knowledge, there hasn’t been such types of
experiments in Baffin Bay so far.

Examples of Uses
The CTS5-Payload float has been developed by the LOV to
autonomously test new applications and sensors while benefiting
from technological flexibility and budget savings. This approach
has enabled, for example, the development of the Profiler for
Validation (ProVal float). This float was designed to make
accurate radiometric measurements to enable the validation
and possibly calibration of “ocean-color” satellite sensors
such as the Ocean and Land Color Imager (OLCI) onboard
the satellites Sentinel-3A and 3B Copernicus. The ProVal is
equipped with two arms, each carrying a double radiometer that
measures downward irradiance and upwelling radiance at seven
wavelengths. It is also equipped with a compass and a tilt sensor
to determine the orientation of the sensors in relation to the
vertical and sun position. To date, nearly 700 profiles have been
acquired with this type of platform in the Mediterranean Sea and
the Southern Ocean (Leymarie et al., 2018).
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while the protocol between boards allows the Payload acquisition
board to send “stop” commands, guided by ice-detection
methods (described hereafter), to the navigation board. The
latter can accept the stop command or not according to a risk
parameter offering 5 options ranging from no stop to the delay
of surfacing by a maximum of 3, 7, 30, and 400 days. If the stop
request is accepted, then the float will initiate a hydraulic braking
action (see Supplementary Materials for details).
Two mechanisms have also been added to detect collisions
with ice during ascent or surface snagging during descent. These
mechanisms limit hydraulic transfers when the float is stuck and
offer different strategies. For example, in the event of a collision
with an object at the surface, detected by a lack of pressure
variation despite hydraulic actions, the profiling float can start a
new cycle or test a new ascent after a short descent.
Finally, it is possible to reduce the float speed in the last 100 m
to facilitate braking in the event of ice detection. This option was
not used during the NAOS deployments in Baffin Bay because
it entails higher energy consumption for sensors and possibly
greater float drift.
The flexibility of the CTS5-Payload float (see Section
“New Biogeochemical (BGC) Float for R&D Application”)
has made it possible to test three different ice-avoidance
mechanisms, detailed below.

sensors as those used for the Argo-BGC program (Bittig et al.,
2019). However, the profiling float itself underwent a number
of mechanical adaptations. A cylindrical cage was added around
the antenna, CTD and optode to protect the upper part of the
float in the event of an impact with ice. This cage, however,
creates new hanging points and increases power consumption
due to the additional volume required for the emergence. An
upward-pointing acoustic altimeter (PS-A916, Teledyne) was also
added to detect ice (see Figure 5, right). Finally, neutral buoyancy
was adjusted by adding syntactic foam to achieve navigation
capability through a wide range of water densities (from 1000 to
1038 kg/m3). Two series of field trials were conducted in Canada
in order to verify the equipment’s behavior in polar conditions
(see Supplementary Materials for details).

Mission Adaptation
The main modification incorporated into the Provor CTS5Payload float to accommodate polar conditions is the addition
of different mechanisms to avoid, as much as possible, contact
between the float and ice. In the event of contact, the float may
remain attached to the ice, or else radically lose buoyancy in order
to free itself from the ice, causing it to sink faster than tolerable.
The float may also be crushed by sea ice.
As described in Section “Technical Characteristics of the New
Float,” the APMT navigation board has several mechanisms that
are particularly suitable for under-ice navigation. The option
of script-based commands allows the parameterization of the
under-ice float to be modified in the absence of communication

Ice-Sensing Algorithm and Adaptation for Baffin Bay
The ISA is currently the main technique implemented on
Argo floats to avoid sea ice. First used in the Antarctic Ocean

FIGURE 5 | Left: Field trial at the Green Edge ice camp (courtesy of C. Marec). Right: Pro-Ice float design with antenna cage and upward-looking altimeter
(PSA-916, acoustic beam in red).
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in an equivalent probability of 3.5% for the first case but
45% for the second.

(Klatt et al., 2007), the ISA compares the median temperature
near the surface with a threshold temperature. In the original
algorithm, the median temperature was estimated at between
50 and 20 dbars and compared to the threshold –1.79◦ C
corresponding to the local freezing temperature.
The water masses in Baffin Bay are nevertheless very different
from those in the Antarctic with larger freshwater inlets (Curry
et al., 2014). These characteristics led us to consider, from the
outset, that the ISA setting should be adapted to Baffin Bay. For
this analysis, 1,396 CTD profiles from Pro-Ice floats deployed in
Baffin Bay were used (see section “Supplementary Materials”).
These profiles were associated with a Sea Ice Concentration (SIC)
estimated from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
2 (AMSR2) with a spatial resolution of 3.125 km (Beitsch
et al., 2014). For each float observation, the spatially closest
SIC pixel was extracted. A secure SIC threshold of 10% was
used to decide if the area was icy with a request for the ISA
to be positive. For each CTD profile, the median temperature
was processed for two depth ranges: the historical one between
50 and 20 dbars and a new one between 30 and 10 dbars.
Then, four probabilities were determined depending on the
ISA threshold: no ice (SIC < 10%) with a negative ISA, no
ice with a positive ISA, ice (SIC > 10%) with a positive ISA,
and finally ice with a negative ISA. These probabilities are
shown on Figure 6. Optimal ISA parametrization will minimize
the two wrong results: ice with a negative ISA and no ice
with a positive ISA.
Since July 2017, the embedded float algorithm has processed
the median temperature over the depth range of 30-10 dbars
and used −1.3◦ C as the ISA threshold. These parameters
allow for probabilities of 3.5% for the most dangerous
scenario – ice with a negative ISA –, and 8.4% for no ice
but a positive ISA. These results are satisfactory and we
do not expect them to change in the near future. Using
the historical depth range (the one used in the Antarctic)
for Baffin Bay, and the same threshold of −1.3◦ C, results

Upward-Looking Altimeter
The PSA-916 acoustic altimeter from Teledyne was tested to
detect large objects above the float, such as icebergs as well as
sea ice. This altimeter is based on a 200 kHz sonar with a range
of 100 m (resolution 1 cm) and a ping rate of 5 Hz. Due to its
small size and low power consumption, it is well suited for use on
autonomous platforms. The digital output of the sonar is simply
the distance to the obstacle estimated from the time of flight at a
fixed speed of 1,500 m/s. The intensity of the return echo is not
provided by the sensor.
A total of 3,236 sonar measurements (pings) were collected
from 14 floats deployed in Baffin Bay and converted into
measured draughts by taking float depth into account (see section
“Supplementary Materials”). Onshore post-processing was used
to correct the sonar output for the real sound speed estimated
from the float’s CTD profile (oce R-package, described in Kelley,
2018). We propose to assess two types of corrections here. The
first, noted as “corrected at ping,” takes into account the sound
speed calculated at the depth of the ping. The second, noted
as “corrected to surface,” uses the average speed from the ping
depth to the surface. The latter is more accurate but cannot be
used to interpret the result of a ping in real time. Out of all
the measurements, 99% concern draughts of less than 5 meters.
The distributions of these draughts are plotted in Figure 7 for
draughts estimated from raw sonar distance (dotted lines) or
from distance corrected for sound speed at ping depth (dashed
lines) or to the surface (solid lines). The distributions are plotted
in black for months where the probability of sea-ice cover is
very low (August, September, and October, see Figure 6) and
in red for months where the probability of sea-ice cover is very
high (December to June). Draughts “corrected to surface” are,
in “summer,” well centered around zero with a small standard
deviation (0.38 m). Draughts “corrected at ping” are just slightly

FIGURE 6 | Left: In gray, distribution of float profiles over months included in the database. In red, percentage of profiles with Sea Ice Concentration (SIC) > 10%; in
blue, mean SIC in percent. Right: NoIce_NoISA (probability to have no sea ice and negative ISA), NoIce_ISA, Ice_ISA (probability to have sea ice, and positive ISA),
and Ice_NoISA statistics in function of the Ice-Sensing Algorithm (ISA) temperature threshold and for the temperature median processed between 50 and 20 dbars
(dashed lines) or between 30 and 10 dbars (solid lines). Chosen threshold is –1.3◦ C (gray dashed line) and best depth range is 30-10 dbars.
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FIGURE 7 | Left: Draught distribution, for draught <5 m, estimated from sonar raw distance (dotted line), from distance corrected for sound speed at ping depth
(Cor. At Ping, dashed lines) or for mean sound speed (Cor. At Surface, solid lines). In black: profiles without ice (August, September, and October); in red: icy profiles
(December to June). Right: Draught measurements for the 18 profiles with at least one draught measurement greater than 5 m. Color scale represents the
measurement depth, and dashed line, the minimum depth reached for the profile.

implemented in the Payload board. This feature allows the float
to be stopped at a given depth (here, 15 dbars) for a series of given
months. This was particularly useful for our deployment area
where dates for the ice breakup are relatively known (typically
by the end of July at the latest). Now that we have greater
confidence in the ISA, the question of whether to continue using
this mechanism may arise.
Other ice-detection methods were explored or partially tested
during the project. For example, we integrated an internal
shock detector based on acceleration measurements to a test
float. The sensor selected was the SignalQuest SQ-XLD. Test
trials were carried out in the Mediterranean Sea but since the
sensor’s results were too difficult to interpret, we did not pursue
testing. Moreover, as it is not recommended to touch ice, even
briefly, to avert the risk of sticking, our focus is on detecting
ice before contact.
The most promising new method tested during the NAOS
project is probably the optical detector developed by Lagunas
et al. (2018), based on depolarization of a laser’s reflection on ice.
The method was tested, during a prototype phase, on a profiling
float deployed in 2016 (WMO6902668).

off-centered but with a comparable standard deviation. The
two correction methods are a great improvement on raw sonar
output. In “winter,” there is a slight increase in the mean draught
(from 0.13 to 1.3 m for the best correction), which can cautiously
be interpreted as a sea-ice signature. However, it should be
noted that the offset of the float pressure sensor is reset for
each profile upon surfacing, and given that this is not possible
under ice, the depth measurement may experience greater drift
in winter. Finally, these results are surprisingly good, especially
the low standard deviation, considering that ±2 dbars accuracy is
expected for the float pressure sensor.
The PSA-916 sonar was implemented with the aim of
detecting large objects like icebergs or ice-ridges. On the right
panel of Figure 7, we show all 18 profiles with at least one draught
measurement higher than 5 m. All other draught measurements
of these profiles are shown. It appears that draught is highly
variable for a single profile. In addition, the minimum depth
reached by the float is shown on the figure (dotted line). This
minimum depth is constrained in winter to 15 m (see Systematic
Winter Stop). We can see here that the echoes detected by the
sonar, and their corresponding draughts, have never stopped a
float, thus confirming their artifactual nature.
On the basis of our results, we think that it could be
worthwhile to combine sonar measurements with a more
accurate depth gauge. This could enable to have a direct detection
of sea ice and even to have an estimation of its thickness which
ISA does not allow. On the other hand, the detection of large
objects such as icebergs does not seem to be appropriate because
the risk of false detection is too high compared to the risk of
encountering an iceberg.

Energy and Life Expectancy
Compared to the Provor CTS4 with a reported autonomy of 320
profiles (Bittig et al., 2019), the Pro-Ice offers certain advantages
but above all disadvantages with regard to autonomy. On the one
hand, the new APMT navigation board is more efficient and its
higher communication speed (gain of at least a factor of 2, see
Section “Satellite Communications”) saves energy on the Iridium
transmission. On the other hand, the Pro-Ice configuration
entails several drawbacks. The volume of oil pumped at the
surface to emerge the additional elements such as the cage and
altimeter results in an estimated overconsumption of 6 kJ per
profile. The Payload board is also less energy-efficient than its
equivalent on the CTS4: compared to the latter, its sensors

Systematic Winter Stop and Other Ice-Detection
Methods
At the beginning of the project, due to reservations about the
ISA’s suitability to Baffin Bay, a systematic stop function was
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was the first and remains at the time of writing the only device
to demonstrate the possibility of obtaining SA over 2,000 m
depth profiles from RI measurements (Le Menn et al., 2011) on
profiling floats. Prior to NAOS, initial design and qualification
phases led to a first operational prototype, which was deployed
several times at 2,000 m. However, these tests highlighted the
need to increase the reliability of the optical component, and to
miniaturize the sensor so that it could be mounted on a profiling
float. Consequently, NOSS instruments equipped with smaller
prisms, new reflection mirrors and systems to filtrate sunlight,
were built to equip Provor floats.

such as the OCR and ECO operate continuously to acquire
data for a longer period of time. This difference causes extra
consumption of an estimated 3 kJ per profile. Taking these
elements into consideration, the autonomy for a Pro-Ice float
is estimated at approximately 300 cycles at 1,000 m depth –
an estimate supported by the 360 cycles of unit WMO4901801,
performed daily in the Labrador Sea at the beginning of the
project. However, deployments in Baffin Bay have subsequently
shown that the number of cycles is actually closer to 200 (Le
Traon et al., 2020). This difference could be partly explained by
the impact of cold temperatures on the nominal capacity of the
battery (estimated loss of between 15 and 20% at 1◦ C), but also
by an unexpected residual current between the two boards.

Sensor Design
The NOSS sensor aims to become a new laboratory and field
tool for measuring the density of seawater. This product,
manufactured by nke instrumentation, has been designed to
be deployed on any type of platform (e.g., floats, gliders)
in a relatively compact form, sufficiently robust for in situ
deployments. The principle consists in the emission of a
controlled and collimated laser beam which is refracted from
water to a PSD – Position Sensitive Device – to measure the
RI derived from the detected micro-variations of laser beam
that travel through water samples. The obtained RI, with better
than 10−6 resolution combined with embedded pressure and
temperature input, should allow the SA to be acquired with an
uncertainty of about ±0.005 g/kg in the range of 15 to 42 g/kg,
using the Millard and Seaver algorithm (Millard and Seaver,
1990). Converting laboratory methodology to a compact and
deployable in situ instrumentation, the NOSS device could be
called nTD, standing for RI, temperature and depth.

Conclusion
In order to extend BGC-Argo coverage to polar areas, an
adapted float has been developed, requiring hardware and
software evolutions as well as extensive testing in polar
conditions. This float is based on the Provor CTS5-Payload,
which accommodates new functionalities such as the changing
of parameters without communication or the implementation
of ice-detection algorithms. Fifteen Pro-Ice floats were deployed
in Baffin Bay as part of NAOS. Several of them survived
the Arctic winter, thus demonstrating the success of this
technological development.
An in-depth assessment of these deployments and the
associated scientific results are given in Le Traon et al. (2020).
The technical feedback from these experiments, on components
such as the Ice-Sensing Algorithm, the altimeter or the underice braking, will undoubtedly open the way to continued
improvements in the reliability of this type of platform.

Lab and At-Sea Experiments
Lab Experiments
A first set of laboratory tests consisted in the calibration of the
pressure sensors of two prototypes, by correcting temperature
effects on the pressure values measured by these sensors. This
technique boosts the accuracy of pressure measurements made
by low-cost pressure sensors. The resulting expanded uncertainty
on pressure measurements is ±0.6 dbar in the range of 0–
2,000 dbar. In this Section, expanded uncertainty means two
standard deviations.
The second batch of tests sought to obtain the linearization
coefficients of the laser temperature sensor and of the external
temperature sensor for each instrument, and to assess the
uncertainty of these measurements. The laser temperature sensor
is used to calculate the true wavelength emitted by the diode
as a function of its temperature while the external temperature
sensor is necessary for calculating SA from Millard and Seaver
relations. As demonstrated in Liu et al. (2018), these calibrations
allowed us to conclude that the Bennett relation (Bennett, 1971)
shows smaller residual errors than the widely used Steinhart–Hart
equation (Steinhart and Hart, 1968) implemented in the NOSS
software. This has led to an expanded uncertainty of ±0.0025◦ C
on external temperatures and ±0.02◦ C on laser temperatures.
Meanwhile, the following tests focused on studying the effects
of temperature, the mixing speed of the calibration bath, and
ambient light, on the accuracy of calibration of the RI using the

NOSS ABSOLUTE SALINITY SENSOR
Since the publication of the new international standard for the
Thermodynamic Equation of Sea water (TEOS-10; OC SCOR and
IAPSO, 2010), Absolute Salinity (SA ) has become the cornerstone
of the new thermodynamic equation for seawater state. However,
historical databases primarily deliver Practical Salinity (SP ),
computed from in situ measurement of seawater pressure,
conductivity and temperature. The TEOS-10 approximation to
convert SP to SA relies on the measurement of some non-ionic
components of seawater, such as nitrate, silicate and dissolved
inorganic carbon constrained from historical measurements. It
is therefore highly preferable to carry out direct and reliable
measurements of SA to accurately compute the physical and
thermodynamic properties of seawater. However, SA is a hard-todefine quantity considering the complexity of its biogeochemical
composition and the imperfections of existing measurement
techniques (Le Menn et al., 2019). Although its major inorganic
components are well known, its actual composition varies in time
and space, and the development of reliable methods and sensors
for measuring in situ SA is an ongoing challenge.
Among the methods allowing direct in situ measurement of
SA , the refractive index (RI) measurement is the one of most
promising. The NOSS (nke Optical Salinity Sensor) instrument
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at constant salinity on the RI values obtained from the NOSS,
and to achieve a new, improved calibration procedure taking
into account of wavelength and temperature variations of the RI
values obtained from the beam position measured from the PSD
(Le Menn, 2018). The relation giving the refraction angle of the
NOSS from Snell-Descartes refraction laws (Malardé et al., 2009)
can then be simplified and rewritten to give the RI of the medium
as a linear function of the prisms’ RI. The two coefficients of
this relation can be expressed as a function of wavelength and
temperature variations (Le Menn, 2018), from the wavelength
and the temperature at which the calibration was made. This
method reduces by a factor of 5.8 the effect of temperature and
wavelength variations on the measured RI, therefore opening the
way to more accurate absolute RI measurements.

position measurements made by the PSD on the two prototypes.
Measurements were also made one month later to test the
reproducibility of the calibration equations and the possible drift
of the instruments. These calibrations led to the conclusion that
the expanded uncertainty on refractive index measurements was
less than 5.10−6 for the two prototypes.
Subsequent trials explored the possibility of calibrating the
measured positions directly in density, using the reference
densities computed from the TEOS-10 algorithm. The obtained
results showed a very linear response of the two prototypes
in comparison with the calibration using the RI, revealing
possible inaccuracies of the Millard and Seaver (1990) equation.
Nevertheless, the calibration test was made with a seawater
sample with salinity of 38 instead of the usual 35, and revealed
deviations between the two responses for different salinities. This
suggests that direct calibration in density based on temperature
variations at different salinity values is an unsuitable approach.
Further investigations were carried out to evaluate the effect
of temperature on the instrument’s components. In this way,
nke instrumentation built a watertight container designed to
isolate the prisms of the NOSS in the calibration bath. This
device allows calibrating the sensor for different salinity values
obtained by diluting/evaporating Ocean Scientific International
Ltd., standard seawater (bottles of linearization kits at 10, 35 or
38). It was thus possible to quantify the effect of temperature

At-Sea Tests
A first version of the NOSS sensor was tested at sea in 2012 in
the Bay of Biscay, during a PROTEVS oceanographic campaign
(Table 1). One NOSS sensor was mounted on the cage of a CTD
profiler and 20 profiles in shallow and deep water (2,000 m) were
obtained to validate the new design, bringing to the fore new
issues to resolve (Figure 8, left).
Along with tests and laboratory calibrations, two cruise
campaigns were carried out as part of the NAOS project. The
first cruise campaign was organized in April 2015 in the Western

TABLE 1 | List of NOSS deployments and tests at sea.
Cruises
PROTEVS-2012

Date
August 2012

Location

Operator

NOSS profiles
20

Bay of Biscay - Continental Shelf

SHOM

LOPS cruise

April 2015

Western Mediterranean Sea (Boussole Mooring)

LOPS

5

BioArgoMed

June 2018

Eastern Mediterranean Sea

LOV

11

MOOSE

June 2019

Western Mediterranean Sea (Lyon Mooring)

LOV

55

FIGURE 8 | Left: NOSS Absolute Salinity sensor mounted on a cage during the PROTEVS oceanographic campaign in 2012 (courtesy of SHOM). Right: NOSS on
a Provor float in 2015 (courtesy of LOV).
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Mediterranean Sea at the Boussole mooring (7◦ 540 E - 43◦ 220 N),
where floats could be recovered (Table 1). Five profiles were
carried out: one at 1,000 m, a second at 1,500 m and the
last three at 2,000 m. The first profile at 1,000 m showed
promising results, with deviations – compared to the values
computed from collocated CTD casts and TEOS-10 – inferior
to ± 0.03 g/kg (Figure 9 left). However, the 1,500 and 2,000 m
depth profiles showed larger non-linear discrepancies adjustable
from empirical relations (Figure 9, center). These issues with
NOSS SA measurements were verified during a second cruise
in June 2018 (Table 1) in the eastern Mediterranean basin,
where eleven NOSS casts were carried out along with CTD
casts and biogeochemistry sampling for intercomparison and
estimation of the minor SA component in Mediterranean deep
sea (Kolodziejczyk et al., 2019).
As further work was needed to evaluate the effect of pressure
at constant temperature and salinity, a pressure tank was
specially built by nke instrumentation and improved by the
Laboratoire National de métrologie et d’Essais (LNE-CNAM) in
the framework of the METEOMET2 project1 . After preliminary
tests at atmospheric pressure and variable temperature, a longduration test at 2,000 dbars revealed a flaw in the water tightness
of one mirror. This flaw could explain the non-linearity errors
and sensor failures observed during different tests at sea. Nke
instrumentation is investigating a solution to solve this issue. In
addition, nke instrumentation has worked on the development
of an algorithm to compensate the effects of pressure and
temperature on RI measurements (Simon et al., 2018) and to
improve the measurement accuracy of the NOSS sensor, as shown
in the results of post-processed data from the NOSS sensor
1

mounted on a Provor float and acquired during a LOPS cruise
in 2015 (Figure 9, right).
More recently, the NOSS sensor has undergone mechanical
and optical corrections to its design in order to minimize pressure
impact on the bonding of its mirrors dedicated to internal
reflections, and to render it insensitive to natural-light variations
in the subsurface seawater layer. Its detection window is equipped
with filters that are more selective for wavelengths. A new
deployment is scheduled for 2020 in the Mediterranean Sea off
Villefranche-Sur-Mer. The float will be programmed with a new
profile mission aiming to optimize the accuracy of measurements
in Absolute Salinity.

Conclusions and Perspectives
The development of the NOSS instrument is an unprecedented
advance toward a direct measurement of seawater Absolute
Salinity using RI measurements obtained by a refractometry
method. The NAOS project has allowed improvements of the
NOSS instrument through laboratory calibration and in situ
tests at sea. Although further work is needed to completely
isolate the pressure effect from other effects during calibration,
the improved calibration method has opened up the way for
measuring in situ RI in relation to temperature, salinity and
wavelength, an essential step for improving our knowledge of
seawater thermodynamic and physical properties.
Further work is ongoing to achieve reliable and reproducible
NOSS SA measurement beyond the NAOS project. The first
publications on the NOSS sensor have stimulated research in
seawater RI measurements. While various methods and sensor
concepts have been published in the last few years, so far none
of them has developed operational and commercial applications
usable on an Argo float. Therefore, continuing improvements

https://www.meteomet.org/

FIGURE 9 | Left: The deviations obtained with the NOSS n◦ 2 between a reference Absolute Salinity calculated from the TEOS-10 and the salinity obtained with the
calibrated NOSS during the first profile. Center: The response obtained during a profile at 2,000 m. Deviations at 400 m could be explained by response-time
problems. Right: NOSS data post-processed after the oceanographic campaign carried out in the Mediterranean Sea in 2015, and in comparison with reference
salinity (Sp, green; Snoss , red; and TEOS-10, blue).
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on the NOSS sensor are planned in the framework of a
future French project, with the purchase of pressure trials at
LNE-CNAM, the calibration of new prototypes at SHOM’s
laboratory, the release of several Argo floats equipped with NOSS
instruments, and scheduled deployment and at-sea testing during
dedicated cruises.

ARVOR PROFILING-FLOAT
IMPROVEMENTS
The Arvor is a profiling float used in the Core-Argo network,
which has been industrialized since 2008. After several years of
deployment at sea, the NAOS project provided an opportunity
to review the entire lifecycle of this product, with the aim
of increasing its reliability. The resulting assessment identified
various areas for improvement, further detailed in this section:
(i) improvement of production methods, in order to deliver
equipment with a very high reliability rate; (ii) functional
improvement of the product, to achieve optimal operation at sea;
and finally, (iii) improvement of the profiling float’s ergonomics
during deployment operations, to boost reliability during this
major phase in the product’s life. After at-sea validation of
prototypes modified accordingly in 2015, serial production of
the “NAOS” Arvor was launched and more than 330 floats
were successfully deployed between 2016 and 2019 (Figure 10),
proving the value of this work, as shown by the statistics
presented at the end of this Section.

Description of Improvements
Production Improvements
Improvements to the Arvor’s production methods relate to a
number of areas.
The first step in this work was to make the quality of
the subassemblies supplied by the various nke instrumentation
subcontractors more reliable, so that more robust components
could be delivered. In particular, significant work was carried out
on the hydraulic system – the focal point of such an instrument.
Therefore, in addition to unitary tests carried out on the pumps
and solenoid valves, a test on a fully integrated hydraulic system
was implemented, as well as a high-pressure running-in, with
control laws similar to those used by the instrument at sea.
Another production aspect that has been improved is the
in-factory handling of the CTD, which has been an ongoing
source of questioning. Today, the CTDs are filled only with
filtered water, stored empty and systematically cleaned with
Triton, in accordance with Seabird’s Application Note 97
(Sea-Bird Scientific, 2017). During tank tests, the CTD circuit is
closed to avoid soiling.
The last production step is the ballast adjustment of each float
specimen. To achieve this, the weight of each float is adjusted in
a freshwater basin to ensure that the float level, upon deployment
at sea, is optimal on each copy of the product. A chart gives
the equivalence between freshwater and seawater to allow finetuning of this adjustment. Yet thanks to its architecture and
large hydraulic volume, the Arvor is able to operate in a vast
majority of salinity conditions, without any pre-ballasting for
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FIGURE 10 | Deployment of an Arvor profiling float in Antarctica, 2018
(courtesy of Hanna Leniec-Koper).

adaptation to its deployment area. In this way, this feature
facilitates the deployment schedule by offering the flexibility of
floats deployable under any density conditions.
Finally, once a profiling float is integrated and tested in the
laboratory, nke instrumentation performs an operational test
using 8-m deep tubes, dug and filled with freshwater. At the end
of production, each profiling float is therefore tested through
several cycles. Operational testing allows, in addition to the
factory tests, checking of the instrument’s behavior, for example
hydraulic flows or acquisition timing, under conditions similar
to what the float will experience at sea.

Functional Improvements
Many functional improvements have also been made on the
Arvor.
First, in order to increase the reliability of embedded software
development, major efforts were made to merge the various
existing software versions: Arvor Argos-2, Arvor Iridium, Arvor
equipped with a dissolved oxygen (DO) optode, Provor Argos-2,
Provor Iridium, Provor DO, etc. This has greatly simplified
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Light (referred as Arvor_L in the JCOMMOPS database) was thus
not taken into account.
Figure 11 represents the lifetime of Arvor profiling floats
at sea, comparing the Arvor before and after the evolutions
described above. The unbroken line indicates Arvor produced
and deployed after the NAOS work, i.e., between 2016 and
September 2020 (depending on the serial number), representing a
sample of 383 units. The dotted line curve shows Arvor produced
and deployed between 2013 and 2015, representing 160 units.
This figure, drawn using data from the JCOMMOPS database,
illustrates the percentage of profiling floats that disappeared
per 10-day period. The impact of the work carried out under
NAOS on the lifetime of Arvor floats stands out clearly:
96% of Arvor produced after the NAOS evolutions are still
operational at sea after 1,000 days, compared to 76% of Arvor
before the NAOS work.
Meanwhile, Figure 12 compares the lifetimes of the main Argo
profiling floats. Like Figure 11, it shows the benefit of the work
carried out under NAOS, as the Arvor is now the second-most
reliable profiling float within the Argo program.

the carrying of corrections or evolutions, as well as the nonregression and qualification testing phases, therefore making the
product more reliable.
In addition, numerous features were implemented on the
Arvor and Provor: the possibility of acquiring a high-resolution
data profile (4,000 samples); the implementation of a bimission mode (which allows some profiling-float parameters
to be changed automatically after N deployment cycles);
the reinforcement of technical information sent by satellite
transmissions; and the strengthening of information contained
in satellite messages to improve the reliability of decoding.
Moreover, to secure deployments in ice areas, the ISA was
implemented. Finally, profiling floats equipped for oxygen
measurement had their optode placed on a mast, in order
to perform an air measurement during each cycle for selfcalibration purposes.

Deployment Improvements
The last point of improvement concerns user experience,
especially at the time of deployment. For this purpose, the
profiling float’s self-tests, requiring no external equipment, were
reinforced to offer more comprehensive automatic tests than
before, including the testing of satellite transmissions, more
thorough testing of the link with the CTD, and measurement of
the voltage drop when the hydraulic components are activated
(to check their proper connection). At the end of the self-testing,
an unambiguous audible signal (powerful embedded buzzer) was
set up to replace the overly discreet clicks of the solenoid valve,
used previously.
Some floats were lost due to clumsiness during deployments:
these include floats deployed while not activated, floats whose
flotation was too low for deployment (with poor distribution
of oil between the external ballast tank and the internal tank
following tests, for example), or floats deployed despite an
unsuccessful self-test (mainly because of its overly discreet report
signal). To overcome these risks, an option was developed in the
software, enabling response to these situations, and a return to a
nominal operating mode immediately after launching.
Finally, a standard checklist is now provided to users, to
guide them through the different steps to follow for optimal
deployment. A data decoder is also available, to avoid any risk
of confusion or to facilitate interpretation of the data transmitted
by the equipment, including technical data. The technical fields
now include the names of the Global Data Assembly Centers.

Conclusion
Work to improve the Arvor consisted in reviewing and
improving the instrument’s production and factory test methods,
adding new functionalities and offering better monitoring at sea,
as well as securing the deployment method. This work is clearly
fruitful, since the survival rate at sea has risen considerably since
2016: 96% of Arvor are still in operation after 1,000 days (i.e.,
100 ten-day cycles) of operation at sea, making it the secondmost reliable profiling float on the market. Since the end of the
NAOS project, performance improvement has continued to be
an ongoing goal, through the integration of new methods and
processes to nke instrumentation procedures, in order to reach
the highest possible level of reliability.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
During their missions at sea, Argo profiling floats acquire a great
number of data. These are both scientific data, such as pressure,
temperature and salinity for the most common instruments,
and technical data, in order to monitor a float’s behavior along
its deployments.
As profiling floats are autonomous at sea, they have to transmit
their data to land stations through a satellite-communication
system. When the Argo network was set up, profiling floats
were equipped with the Argos-2, but this communication system,
would become a bottleneck limiting Argo development for
several reasons. First of all, the amount of data acquired by the
profiling floats increased quickly due to the will of the research
community to improve the sampling resolution of the water
column, and to embed additional sensors (D’Ortenzio et al.,
2010). Secondly, the time allocated for Argos transmissions,
typically between 6 to 12 h depending on the area of deployment,
implied a drift of the profiling float at the sea surface,
which created a negative impact on estimates of water-mass
displacement (Sévellec et al., 2017). This time at the surface

At-sea Performance Analysis
To measure the impact of this work, the lifespans of profiling
floats at sea were analyzed.
For such an exercise, particular attention had to be paid to
the choice of the sample. Indeed, the lifetime of a profiling
float depends on many parameters, including the cycle period.
An instrument which cycles every 5 days will spend about half
as much time at sea as a float which follows the typical cycle
of every 10 days. Therefore, only floats with a 10-day cycling
period were selected.
Moreover, the Arvor product range includes floats with a
lower battery capacity to cater to specific markets. The Arvor
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FIGURE 11 | Survival rate of the Arvor profiling float. After 1,000 days at sea, 96% of the Arvor “after NAOS work” (i.e., produced after 2016, depending on the serial
number) are still in operation, compared with 76% of the Arvor “before NAOS work” (produced and deployed from 2013 to 2016). Source: www.jcommops.org, 23
September 2020.

- Argos-2 and Argos-3 are based on a network of only a
few moving satellites, offering intermittent access to the
network, while Iridium is made up of 66 satellites, offering
permanent coverage;
- Argos-2 solely offers the possibility of transmitting uplink
data (from a modem to a satellite), while Argos-3 and
Iridium are bi-directional systems, guaranteeing the quality
of transmissions thanks to acknowledgments.

also exposed the sensors to biofouling. Finally, Argos-2 also
restricted the development of specific applications, like PolarArgo which necessitates very limited time spent at the surface
to avoid sticking to ice (see Section “BGC Profiling Floats for
Under-Ice Application”).
In order to avoid these limitations and to offer new
perspectives to the Argo network, the Iridium system was
embedded on Arvor and Provor profiling floats in 2006. Then,
when the new generation of Argos, named Argos-3, was later
launched, offering new functionalities compared to the previous
version, the opportunity was raised to evaluate this system and to
make a comparison with Iridium. In the framework of NAOS, we
thus studied, implemented and evaluated the Argos-3 satellitecommunication system during a pilot experiment at sea, the only
one of its kind carried out at the time of writing.
This section compares the results obtained at sea on profiling
floats fitted with the Argos-2 (Woodward et al., 2009), Argos-3
(André et al., 2015), Iridium SBD (Short Burst Data) (MacMahon
and Rathburn, 2005), and Iridium RUDICS (Router-Based
Unrestricted Digital Internetworking Connectivity Solutions)
(Prior-Jones, 2008) satellite-communication modes.
These communication systems differ in two main aspects that
lead to differences in their performance, as described in Table 2
(Maine et al., 1995; Velpuri et al., 2014):

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Implementation on Profiling Floats
The satellite-communication equipment consists of a modem and
an antenna (refer to Supplementary Materials). The modem
is integrated in the hull of the profiling float, directly on the
motherboard (Argos-2) or else deported apart (Argos-3 and
Iridium). Antennas are specific designs, as they need to withstand
the high pressures met during the profile at depth.
Figure 13 shows the various profiling floats exploited for
this experiment: Arvor (Argos-2), Arvor A3 (Argos-3 lowdata-rate mode), Deep-Arvor (Iridium SBD) and Provor CTS4
(Iridium RUDICS).
Following the deployment of many such profiling floats at sea
in the past years, we will now describe the performance of their
satellite-transmission systems.
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FIGURE 12 | Survival rate of the main Argo profiling floats. After 1,000 days at sea, 98% of the SOLO 2, 96% of the Arvor, 93% of the NAVIS_EBR and S2A, and
89% of the APEX are still in operation at sea. The float-sample criteria comprised their status (active, operational, or closed), deployment date (since January 1,
2016), and cycle period (240 h or 10 days). Source: www.jcommops.org, September 23, 2020.
TABLE 2 | Comparison between Argos-2, Argos-3 low-data-rate, Iridium SBD and Iridium RUDICS modes, and data rates obtained on Arvor, Deep-Arvor and Provor
CTS4/CTS5 profiling floats at sea.
Transmission mode

Argos-2

Coverage

Argos-3 low-data-rate

Iridium SBD

Intermittent coverage

Permanent coverage

Communication type

Uplink only

Bi-directional

Data rate (kByte/min)

0.001 kByte/min

0.16 kByte/min if data is transmitted in
only one satellite pass

Bi-directional
0.97 kByte/min

Provor CTS5: up to 12 kBytes/min billed
Provor CTS4: up to 5.5 kBytes/min billed

where transmission was programmed to last over 12 h due to
continental electromagnetic noise), i.e., an average throughput of
approximately 0.001 kByte/min.
The Arvor A3 low-data-rate profiling floats are described in
detail in André et al. (2015). Their statistics were computed
after the launch of the Saral satellite, giving rise to better
results: a profile of 500 bytes was transmitted in 3 min 10 s on
average, which converts into a data-transfer rate of approximately
0.16 kByte/min. It is important to note that the results given for
Argos-3 are only valid if the whole dataset can be transferred in
one satellite pass. Otherwise, the floats have to wait for a new
satellite pass, which can take up to a few hours, and drastically
reduces the transmission rate.

Results at Sea
Table 2 compares the flow rates of each transmission mode,
obtained at sea. The profiling floats were chosen to cover many
deployment zones, and to give results over a long period of time,
to avoid regional and seasonal bias.
The data-transmission rate takes into account the time
taken to get access to the network, the time taken to receive
the acknowledgments and eventually to retransfer the data
if necessary (if available), and in the case of Argos-2, the
repetitions of blind transmissions needed to ensure a good quality
of transmission.
Profiling floats equipped with Argos-2 transmitted an average
profile of 500 bytes in 8 h (outside the Mediterranean Sea,
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FIGURE 13 | From left to right: Arvor Argos-2 (courtesy of Olivier Dugornay/Ifremer); Arvor Argos-3 (courtesy of Ifremer); Deep-Arvor (courtesy of Kévin
Balem/LOPS); Provor CTS4 (courtesy of Giorgio Dall’Olmo/Plymouth Marine Laboratory).

approach will quickly reach its limitations, for if additional data is
to be transmitted, one satellite pass will not be sufficient, and the
transmission will extend to a few hours due to the need to wait
for another satellite pass, drastically reducing the data rate.
Iridium allows the transmission of a great amount of
data either in SBD (approximately 1 kByte/min) or RUDICS
(approximately 12 kBytes/min) mode. The choice between these
two modes depends on the possibility of embedding the bigger
modem required for RUDICS, and the cost of transmission.

The Iridium SBD performance was analyzed on 5 Deep-Arvor
profiling floats, deployed from 2014 to 2018 in North and South
Atlantic, for a total of 632 cycles. They transmitted a total of 8,261
SBD of 300 Bytes each, in 2,541 min in total, which leads to an
average data-transfer rate of approximately 0.97 kByte/min.
The RUDICS mode was studied on two BGC platforms,
the Provor CTS4 and the Provor CTS5. On these two
profiling floats, the results in terms of data rates differ due
to the use of two different software drivers: the Provor CTS4
operates in half duplex, while the Provor CTS5 operates
in full duplex. In addition, observed data rates are also
affected by the time required to access data in the platform’s
internal memory, which is not dependent on the Iridium
network but on the float’s coding methodology, also different
on each. It is thus that on the 20 Provor CTS4 and 5
Provor CTS5 profiling floats used to compile these statistics,
deployed by LOV and Takuvik, the average data rates
invoiced by the access provider are 5.5 and 12 kBytes/min
respectively.

Perspectives
Even if the Iridium system is currently satisfactory, it is important
to continue to evaluate potential new satellite communication
systems, in order not to depend on the monopoly of a single
supplier, to make it possible to transmit more and more data, and
to continue to optimize Argo’s investment and operating costs.
The Argos-4 system, to be launched in 2020, can be a good
candidate, as it will offer a data-transfer rate equivalent to the
Iridium SBD mode: 20 kBytes transmitted in a satellite pass of
12 min, that is, approximately 1.6 kBytes/min. However, as the
Argos network is intermittent, this rate slows considerably if data
cannot be fully transferred in a single satellite pass. Kinéis, the
new generation of Argos after 2022, nevertheless promises much
better coverage, with 25 satellites, and a revisit time of less than
15 min (compared with the current time of a few hours).
In 2019, all Iridium Next satellites were launched. However,
the modems dedicated to applications such as profiling floats
are still under design. This network should improve the datatransfer rate by a factor of at least 10, according to the preliminary
information provided.
Finally, it is important to point out that many companies
intend to offer access to the internet through satellite
communications, at all times and from anywhere on
Earth (Randria Manotrona, 2018). This development could
revolutionize an application such as Argo by opening up the
possibility of transmitting a huge amount of data in a few seconds

Conclusion
This study allowed us to compare the at-sea performances
of the Argos-2, Argos-3 low-data-rate, Iridium SBD and
Iridium RUDICS satellite-communication systems on Argo
profiling floats.
The Argos-2 transmission mode allows, in our context,
the transmission of 1 useful byte per minute. This system is
slowly disappearing as it can no longer accompany the key
developments of the Argo network. Starting out as equipping
100% of Argo floats in the early 2000s, it now represents only
6.6% of the profiling floats deployed at sea (source JCOMMOPS,
September 2020).
In comparison, the Argos-3 low-data-rate is more interesting,
as it allows a profiling float to transmit the whole of a typical Argo
CTD cycle in one satellite pass in the space of a few minutes, with
a throughput of 0.16 kByte/min in our experiment. However, this
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- improving the performance of the sensors;
- developing a 6,000 m float capable of embarking additional
sensors;
- developing and/or testing new sensors (e.g., acoustic, new
BGC parameters) on BGC profiling floats;
- and further reducing costs, in order both to maintain
the competitiveness of French technologies, and to enable
the global Argo network to continue to develop despite
increasingly expensive instruments (deep, BGC).

only. However, we do not yet know what modems or antennas
will be used, how they can be integrated, nor at what price.

CONCLUSION
The 10-year NAOS project, launched in 2010, was an
unprecedented effort to strengthen the French contribution to
the Argo program and prepare its future challenges. The project
conducted major float and sensor technological developments
that are reported in this paper. Three scientific experiments
preparing future extensions of the Argo core array were then
carried out: deep floats equipped with dissolved oxygen optodes
in the North Atlantic, BGC floats in the Mediterranean Sea,
and BGC floats for under-ice applications in the Arctic Ocean.
Results of these experiments are described in a companion
paper (Le Traon et al., 2020). The project also contributed to
strengthening the French contribution to the Core-Argo array
thanks to the deployment of more than 100 standard Argo floats.
The work presented here has made it possible to federate
the French Core-Argo, Deep-Argo, BGC-Argo and PolarArgo communities around shared scientific and technological
objectives, i.e., the development and qualification of new types
of profiling floats (Deep-Arvor, CTS5-Payload BGC), the
improvement an innovative density sensor, the implementation
and qualification of new functionalities (e.g., ISA) and the
improvement of the entire French profiling floats fleet
(transmissions, stranding management, improvement of
the lifetime of floats).
All the developments carried out thanks to the NAOS project
represent a unique technological leap forward, both contributing
to and benefitting from the scientific activities of the international
Argo program in the broadest sense. The improved Arvor float
that contributes to Core-Argo has been the most deployed
profiling float worldwide in 2018 and 2019, the Deep-Arvor is
the second most widely deployed profiling float that contributes
to Deep-Argo (source: JCOMMOPS), and the Provor BGC
profiling floats have become the platform that allows the largest
number of sensors to be carried in the frame of BGC-Argo. The
NOSS sensor is not operational in Argo yet, but is one of the
most promising sensor for the direct measurement of seawater
density. This progress highlights the role of France’s marineresearch community in instrumental development activities, and
its ability to innovate and propose new avenues of exploration to
continually improve our understanding of the oceans.
From an organizational point of view, the next challenge for
Argo is to implement and sustain its extensions, moving from
regional demonstrations to long-term international and global
coordination. Technology must continuously evolve to maintain
state-of-the art instrumentation, improve existing capabilities,
and answer new scientific challenges. Future challenges for Argo
technological developments in France include:
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